Margaret Knowlton, Head of The Grace School, leads the way in showing that all children flourish in an inclusive educational environment specifically designed to meet the needs of students with and without special needs. "Research supports that students of varying cognitive and physical ability levels learn best side by side, every day, all day. All children benefit academically and socially as a result of additional support," says Knowlton. In her role Knowlton guides The Grace School as it builds on the seventy-year tradition of innovative education at its parent organization, Meeting Street. "Along with a robust emphasis on academic expectations, what sets this school apart from other independent schools is its unique sensitivity towards others and its emphasis on the values of respect, compassion, integrity, inclusivity and excellence," Knowlton says. The Grace School invites the community and all students entering grades kindergarten through seventh who are looking for an advanced learning experience to attend our open house on February 27, 2016, from noon to 2:00 p.m., or visit us at TheGraceSchool.org to schedule a tour.